
Re:Cover

A special recycled product



 

                                   

  

 

 
, rating of the product’s life cycle, 

 

 
 the most 

l and consumption. This is 

• 46,6%  of greenhouse emissions;

 • 46,9% energy saving;

• 61,6%  water consumption in all production process;

These numbers are based on the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

certificated by ICEA.  It compares the production of yarns that are used for our Re:Cover products

versus the traditional ones.  

We are proud that Re:Cover has earned the certification of the following agencies:

– GRS (Global Recycled Standard); 

– Oeko-Tex 100;
 

– Certified Quality System Company ISO 9001:2015;

The GRS certification (Gobal Recycled Standard) is promoted by Textile Exchange, one of

important non-profit organization that sponsors responsible and sustainable development in the 

textile sector at an international level. With this standard, Textile Exchange recognizes the 

importance of recycling for the growth of a sustainable production mode

to reduce the expenditure of resource such as virgin raw materials, water and energy and  

increase the quality of recycled products. 

The fabric Re:Cover is composed by:

Re:Cover NAPKIN

All  products that are composed with 100%  pre-consumption  recycling materials can be GRS 

certified.

Re:Cover is a product exclusive to CASAROVEA  made with a yarn composed of 

pre-consumption cuttings.

Pre-consumption cuttings are threads discarded during previous weaving or knitting processes.

The yarns used to produce the Re:Cover linens help achieve the reduction of environmental 

pollutants up to:
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100% RECYCLED COTTON



Re:Cover   makes a difference for nature

 

       “We consume and waste too many resources”

Studies show that as time goes by and the population grows, we consume more resources than 

Earth can supply.

.
At CASAROVEA we believe that even a small gesture like the study and the realization of the

Re:Cover product, can make an impact in the right direction and our R&D department is 

continuously studying new options and possibilities in the field of eco-sustainability.

 

 

 

CASAROVEA is a company that it is active now and that is projected toward the future.  

SOME BENEFITS FOR THE LAUNDRIES:

1 - The clients are playing their part in order to conserver the natural 

     resources by using recycled product;

2 - The recycled fibres are spinning with the open end process obtaining a 

      very strong yarn due to the hight level of twist;

3 - The final 100% cotton  recycled product is approx 15% less expensive 

      compared to the 100% virgin cotton product.

CONCERNS FOR THE LAUNDRIES:

1 - Possible pilling may occur over time;

2 - Disposal of fabrics, Casarovea found some companies that  recycled such products:

     www.boergroup-recyclingsolutions.com/textile-recycling/material-re-use/

 

Considering the current environmental pollution warnings and the growing problem of Earth 

Overshoot Day, the recycling of resources becomes very important for the future of our planet. 
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